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THE CLIMAX - SEPTEMBER 1962

The clear weather trend established in August continued in 
September with coronal sky 2b% of the daylight hours* There 
was a slight increase in the amount of Class I sky, with a 
proportionate decrease in class IV* The class I sky reached 
a quality peak on the last day of the month when the newly 
adjusted and calibrated Visual Sky Photometer gave a reading 
of 5 millionths*
After many, many months of discussion the Climax staff finally 
worked out a specialization scheme* This plan went into effect 
about the middle of the month* It is as follows! The respon
sibility that Keith formerly had toward working out the 
observations on each instrument, working with the interested 
parties in Boulder, aad handling the maintenance, repair and 
improvements on the individual instruments has now been 
divided up among the entire Climax staff, '̂ he small dome will 
be operated by Bob J.t Bob E., and Pete - with Bob E* taking 
the responsibility for the flare patrol (as he has been doing 
since June), Bob J. taking the responsibility for the 5 inch 
coronagraph, and Pete responsible for the image tube* Of 
course actual operation in the small dome will remain the same 
with all three of these observers operating all of the equip
ment as in the past* Keith will devote his time to the large 
dome-this being both the 16 inch coronagraph and the K-Corona- 
meter* He will be assisted by Bob J* as much as Bob finds 
possible with the Idea in mind to hire another observer in the 
near future* When the additional observer is hired, then Bob 
will come over to the large dome to provide two people skilled 
in the operation of the new instrument* The other two observers 
will try and keep familiar with the big dome in a general way 
as time permits*
A number of programs were shot with the 5 inch coronagraph this 
month, the most interesting being a Eong Prominence and a 
Barium Series shot on a small, bright quiescent prominence*
All of the Barium lines finally showed, although some of them 
were very faint - it just seems to take that certain prominence 
to observe them* On the Long Prominence program continuum 
was observed as well as bright emission at W686 and all of the 
expected metal lines, etc. Later in the month another Long 
Prominence was shot, this time not only with continuum and the 
usual lines but with many faint lines mkmxtmg not usually 
observed in thfes program, including the Ca XV coronal line.
Surveys were obtained on half of the days in the green, and 
about a third of the days in the red. Other observations 
included a couple of Iren Series, a Once-A-Month Spicule set, one weak limb activity set, a Fine Grain Red Survey, and two
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more Barium Series that showed nothing. The new eruptive prom
inence program was tried for the first time on a nebulous, weak, 
slowly erupting prominence* Ahere was little to see, but the 
observations came out good. A. few more tests were run on the 
5303-5317 program.
Near the middle of the month Bob E. and Dave installed a new 
rotating sector in the flare patrol. This was to speed up the 
sector in order to open up the disk exposure setting for higher 
accuracy of setting. At the same time they completely worked 
over the gear drive and electrical systems of the sector and 
succeeded in quieting down the cycling of the flare patrol to 
the place where you no longer have to shout to be heard. The 
suppressor plate has been reinstalled in the system, and this 
coupled with the faster film from Belgium and the improvements 
noted above is yielding a very pleasant and high quality image. 
Tests are underway to see if a bigger image will improve the 
quality even more, At the present time we run with a 10i mm 
image, and it appears that a 15i mm image is possible without 
major modifications to the camera and lens mountings.
Tests are also being run on the image tube to see if a more 
uniform field can be obtained by moving the relay lens* This 
Is a laborious process since the tube mounting ibust be taken 
apart for each different setting of the lens.
Work progresses on the 26 foot spar and instruments* Ahe spar 
has now been balanced, and several of the optical components 
have been installed. Trouble has been encountered with the 
guiding system, however. Cabling to the K-Coronameter is now 
underway, and the end may be In sight for this phase of the 
16 inch coronagraph.
^he strike is still going on at the Climax mine, although there 
are some signs that a settlement may be coming up in a few weeks. 
The C&S steam engine made its last Climax to Leadville run on 
the 12th of the month* This was the last standard gage steam 
locomotive in regular service in the U*S*, and It will be re
placed by a diesel locomotive and go on display in Leadville* Climax began planning to move their housing all to Leadville 
nearly three years ago, and at that time we knew the day would 
come that finally arrived on the 25 th of September - the day 
when the last baby sitter in Climax moved to Leadville* *he 
house and apartment moving will be completed in 10 more days - 
no one lives in the camp now where 2500 people resided 2 years 
ago - and we have not solved the baby sitter problem*


